HEALTHCARE SOLUTION BRIEF

Axiom Capital Planning
and Tracking
Gain consistency, objectivity, and
visibility into the entire capital process
Kaufman Hall’s Axiom Capital Planning and Tracking software
enables organizations to use a more structured and disciplined
approach to allocate and manage capital. Our solution
addresses the capital planning and tracking challenges faced
by many organizations including:
• Determining the right amount of investment in capital projects

to support strategic growth and effective care delivery
• Evaluating each capital request objectively and consistently

Key Milestones
What key milestones
are noteworthy?

Strategy Alignment

Funding Type
Is this project
funding facilities, IT
services, etc?

Financial Impact

How does this project
align to strategy?

What is the
incremental impact on
ﬁnancial position?

Justiﬁcation

Supporting Docs

Why is this capital
investment important?

What supporting
documents are needed?

Owner/Sponsor

Review/Approve

Who will own and
sponsor the project?

What reviews and
approvals are needed?

to enhance the organization’s ability to effectively compare it to
other requests and to understand its potential financial impact
• Prioritizing capital requests through objective ranking

methods that incorporate the potential impact to the
organization and alignment with its strategic goals
• Monitoring progress of and providing visibility into approved

capital projects, including variance against the capital

INITIATE

SUBMIT

budget and the project business plan
Our software helps organizations gain consistency, objectivity,
and visibility into the entire capital management process.
Axiom Capital Planning and Tracking software incorporates
best practices and comes pre-configured with default settings
based on those practices.

Capital Planning: Capital Request
Capabilities
Axiom Capital Planning software eliminates the challenge of
accessing important and consistent information to properly
evaluate each capital request. By requiring specific inputs
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Single Repository for all
Capital Submissions

Figure 1 – Centralized Capital Project Framework

for each new request, your organization ensures that the
right information is provided to support its capital allocation
decisions. The software enables the capital request and approval
processes to be governed by a defined workflow that is tailored
to your organization and its processes, including conditional
workflow rules and specific due dates.
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Figure 2 – Capital Request Form

Capital Planning: Capital
Allocation Capabilities
Designed to support all aspects of a
corporate finance-based capital allocation
process, our Capital Planning and Tracking
solution helps healthcare providers
establish a financial context on which to
base key project investment decisions.
Return-on-investment evaluation that
incorporates mission, strategic, financial, and operational
aspects of alternative investments and investment portfolios
enables comprehensive comparison of potential capital
spending strategies. Ranking and scoring tools allow your
organization to select the best projects based on business
goals and capital constraints. The impact on the organization’s
balance sheet, income statement, and statement of cash
flows of each project, and the impact of the entire portfolio of
potential projects, can be assessed to understand proposed
financial outcomes associated with each alternative capital
investment strategy.

Capital Tracking: Project Tracking
Capabilities
Accurate and timely tracking of capital dollars that have been
committed, funded, and spent, as well as measurement of actual
performance of each investment against its business plan and
budget are vital to managing the ongoing fiscal health of the
organization. The dynamic reporting capabilities of our software
provide consistent, transparent, and reliable information to help
management teams maximize organizational cash flow and
optimize use of capital.
Key Software Capabilities
Capital Planning
• Capital constraint quantification – fully integrated with
the financial plan
• Threshold/non-threshold capital allocation
• Configurable input forms
• Comprehensive process work flow
• Available ranking and scoring capabilities
• Sophisticated capital approval decision making

Figure 3 – Post-allocation tracking report

Capital Tracking
• Online capital requisition forms and workflows
• Approval and tracking processes
• Capital expenditure cash flow forecasting
• Retrospective, post-completion project analysis
• Interfaces directly with Accounts Payable/Materials
Management systems
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